Operational Case Study Practice Exam
Marking Guidance

Aims of the assessment
Available four times a year, the case study exams consolidate the learning at each level to reflect real-life work situations. They are human
marked.
This approach is rigorous and allows us to test a wide range of knowledge and skills across each level, in a way that encourages students to go
beyond specialising in a particular pillar.
We test a variety of skills including research and analysis, how to present information, and communication skills.
This change is a cornerstone of CIMA’s commitment to delivering the competencies employers have told us they need. Our changes in
assessment contribute to our wider aim of improving ‘employability’.

Competency based assessment
The integrated case study exams are set within a simulated business context, placing the candidate in the job role matched to the competency
level. The exam is intended to replicate “a day in the life” of a finance professional operating at that level and provide a simulated environment
for candidates to demonstrate the required level of proficiency in each of the competency areas. Consequently, the exam will be set and
marked according to the competency weightings at the level.
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Results
The pass mark is 60%. It is intended that results will be issued 3 weeks after the final day of the exam window. The result will be issued in the
form of a pass/fail decision, together with a scaled score for the exam overall. We will convert a raw mark to a scaled score to balance out any
minor differences within and between exam sittings, and so ensures that candidates obtain the correct result. In addition, feedback will be given
by competency level. Further detail on how results will be reported, feedback and on scaled scores and how these should be interpreted will be
provided at a later stage.

Marking Guidance
The following marking guidance is based on the practice exam. The practice exam can be viewed at
http://www.pearsonvue.com/cima/practiceexams/
This marking guidance has been provided by CIMA for information purposes only. It is indicative of how marks for a case study exam at this
level would be split between the competencies. It is not to be considered exhaustive. Note: while the published weighting of competencies for
the level would be reflected in the distribution of marks for each examination, there may be some small variations between different forms of the
examination.
CIMA will not accept challenges to this marking guidance on the basis of academic judgement.
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Competency

Section/task

Technical skills

1. ABC vs traditional costing

21

2. Impact of new factory on financial statements

11

3. Budgeting queries

23

4. Cash position

7

Integration

2

2. Impact of new factory on recruitment

6

3. Budgeting queries

2

4. Marketing

7

Integration

1

1. ABC vs traditional costing

4

2. Impact of new factory on recruitment

6

4. Marketing

4

4. Cash position

6

Business skills

People skills

Leadership skills
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Marks

4

Total marks
available for
competency
64

16

14
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